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Near-field mapping of the electromagnetic field in confined photon geometries
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We study the optical modes in resonator structures obtained by assembling microcavities with a three-
dimensional confinement of light. We used scanning confocal microscopy in order to measure light emission
from these structures in the near optical field. Our studies give direct and detailed insight into the spatial
distribution of the electromagnetic fields of confined modes in these photonic structures. We find similarities
between the spatial modes of two coupled resonators and those of a diatomic molecule, and between modes of
a chain of resonators and those of a periodic molecular crystal. In particular, we show that deviations of cavity
size in the chain give rise to localized photonic modes which resemble impurity states in molecular crystals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional confinement of light in resona
structures whose dimensions are comparable to the w
length of light has attracted considerable interest during
last years, both for basic physics reasons as well as for
tential novel applications. The recent development of s
resonators has opened the pathway to cavity quantum e
trodynamics studies in solid-state systems. For example
enhancement and a suppression of the spontaneous em
from semiconductor quantum dots embedded in these mi
cavities have been demonstrated.1 The formation of quaside
terministic single-photon sources have been demonstr
that are based on single semiconductor quantum dots em
ded within a circular resonator or a microdisk.2 Further,
highly efficient lasers have been fabricated by an asymme
deformation of microdisk-based lasers.3–5

One of the approaches for achieving efficient thre
dimensional confinement of light is the lateral patterning
planar microresonators. The spectrum of the emitted li
from these resonators, termed micropillars or photonic d
is dominated by sharp resonances. The energies of t
resonances strongly depend on the resonator dimens
These systems are particularly compatible with applicatio
since they emit light in vertical direction, a desirable featu
for efficient coupling to fibers.

These resonators can be used, in turn, as building blo
of more complicated structures. For example, by coupl
two photonic dots by a narrow channel, ‘‘photonic mo
ecules’’ have been fabricated. Their optical-mode spectr
shows strong similarities to the bonding and antibonding
bitals in diatomic molecules.6 Isomeric molecules can be ob
tained by assembling several resonators in differ
geometries.7 Further, by coupling an increasing number
0163-1829/2002/66~11!/115302~8!/$20.00 66 1153
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resonators in a linear chain the transition from an atoml
system with a discrete mode spectrum to a crystal-like s
tem with a band structure has been demonstrated.8 Defects in
these periodic crystals can be realized by varying the siz
one of the resonators in the chains.9

There are two main ways to obtain insight into th
electric-field distributions in these micrometer-sized stru
tures: ~i! The far-field emission intensity is given by th
square of the Fourier transform of the field distribution in t
resonator plane. Thus the field can be observed by detec
the emission far away from the resonator.~ii ! The field dis-
tribution can be measured in the near field directly in expe
ments with high spatial resolution such as confocal micr
copy or near-field scanning microscopy. We note here t
near-field measurements refer to the characteristic dim
sions of the resonators, and not directly to the optical wa
length.

Previously, we relied on the first technique only, and
conjunction with detailed numerical calculations we stud
the field distributions in these photonic structures. In t
work, we present the results of similar studies which a
based on direct measurements of the spatial distribution
the electromagnetic field intensity using diffraction limite
confocal microscopy. After describing the experimental se
in the next section we discuss data obtained for photo
molecules in the third section, while in the fourth section t
field distributions for photonic chains without and with ‘‘de
fects’’ is presented and discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

A conventional planar semiconductor cavity consisting
a GaAsl resonator sandwiched between highly reflecti
Bragg mirrors made from 21~23! alternating GaAs and AlAs
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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quarter wave stacks was used for fabricating the confi
photon geometries. A 7-nm-wide In0.14Ga0.86As quantum
well which serves as the optically active medium was pla
in the resonator at the antinode of the electric-field distri
tion. Photonic molecules and crystals were obtained fr
these planar cavities by electron-beam lithography and s
sequent reactive ion etching. More details about these
tems have been given elsewhere.6

For the near-field optical studies, the structures w
mounted on a helium flow cold finger cryostat which was
part of a diffraction limited low-temperature confocal optic
microscope. The microscope consists of a360 in situ mi-
croscope objective which focuses the tunable continu
wave~cw! Ti:sapphire laser light at normal incidence on t
sample. The emitted light is then collected by the same
croscope objective which can be accurately manipulate
three directions using computer controlled motors. The c
lected light is spatially filtered, dispersed by a 0.5-m mon
chromator and detected by a nitrogen cooled charg
coupled device~CCD! array detector. The system provide
diffraction limited spatial resolution both in the excitatio
and the detection channels. We tested the combined sp
resolution of our system by creating selective photolumin
cent ~PL! images of the cleaved edge of a single quant
well sample.10 The spatial full width at half maximum of the
PL emission intensity was found to be 0.5–0.6mm, in agree-
ment with the expected diffraction limited optical resolutio
at this wavelength (.750 nm). The collection efficiency o
our system was carefully obtained from the measured s
trum of the reflected laser beam.

For the studies reported below we used high-energy n
resonant excitation (.750 nm). This excitation generate
e-h pairs within the GaAs/AlGaAs layers of the structur
The pairs diffuse into the In0.14Ga0.86As quantum well~QW!,
where they radiatively recombine and thereby build the e
tromagnetic radiation field of the entire photonic structu
The size of the excitation spot is therefore irrelevant to
studies reported below and the same results would have
obtained if the diffraction limited spatial resolution was a
plied to the collection channel only.

III. PHOTONIC MOLECULES

The inset to Fig. 1 shows the side view of a photon
molecule structure as obtained by a scanning electron mi
scope. The size of each resonator is 333 mm. The intercon-
necting channel is 0.5mm long and 2mm wide. The spa-
tially integrated emission spectrum from such a ‘‘photon
molecule’’ is shown in Fig. 1. The broad emission band c
tered at about 1.397 eV corresponds to the emission from
ground-state exciton in the In0.14Ga0.86As quantum well. At
lower energy, several rather sharp spectral lines are obse
These lines are due to emission from three dimension
confined modes of the electromagnetic radiation within
photonic molecule. We label each mode by a number fo
later reference. The energy separation between the lo
energy mode and the excitonic emission exceeds 10 m
Therefore these cavity polariton modes are weakly coup
to the ground exciton states. Thus in the following consid
11530
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ations of the field distributions weak coupling between t
exciton and cavity modes is assumed.11

In Fig. 2~a! we present the image of the photonic mo
ecule as obtained by our scanning confocal microscope u
spectrally nonresolved reflected white light from the m
ecule surface. As expected@see the sketch of the silhouette
the molecule structure in Fig. 2~f!# for this mode of opera-
tion, which we use for calibrating purposes only, the inte
sity of the reflected light is almost homogeneously distr
uted over the structure’s surface. In Figs. 2~b!–~e! we present
four selective wavelength confocal microscopy PL images
the photonic-molecule. The images are associated with
four lowest lying spectral modes~1–4! in Fig. 1~b!. These
gray-scale images are obtained from the PL emission i
grated over the spectral linewidth at half the maximum
each mode spectral line as a function of the microscope
jective position. Bright~dark! colors indicate regions of high
~low! intensity, respectively, as shown by the gray-scale b
in the figure. For comparison the calculated spatial distri
tion of the electromagnetic field for these modes are d
played in Figs. 2~g!-~j!, respectively. These calculations we
made by solving Maxwell’s equations for the electroma
netic modes of these structures using the boundary elem
method.12

In Fig. 3 the measured near-field information is presen
in a somewhat more insightful way. The PL intensity is pr
sented as measured along the molecule symmetry axis
function of the microscope objective position along this li
and as a function of the detection energy. While the exci
emission shows a rather weak spatial dependence, the op
modes depend strongly on the position along the molec
axis. This dependence reflects the distribution of their el
tromagnetic fields. The various optical modes in each of
two resonators can be characterized by the notation (nx ,ny),
where theni give the number of nodes in the electric-fie
distribution along the corresponding direction in the reso

FIG. 1. Spatially integrated emission spectrum of the photo
molecule, the scanning electron micrograph of which is shown
the inset. The numbers indicate spectral lines due to PL from
discrete photonic modes of the structure.
2-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! The photonic molecule shape a
measured by the scanning confocal microsco
using the reflection of its own white light.~b!–~e!
Selective wavelength PL images of the photon
molecule. The PL intensity at each of the fir
lowest energy photonic modes is displayed usi
a grey color scale as a function of the microsco
position above the structure.~g!–~j! Calculated
eigenenergy and spatial distribution of the inte
sity of the electromagnetic field of the lowest e
ergy modes of the structure. The calculated en
gies represent light ‘‘confinement’’ energies~Ref.
12!. The geometrical shape of the photonic mo
ecule, as should have ideally been seen by
reflected light, is shown in~f! by the spatial dis-
tribution of its refraction index.
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tor plane. We assign here thex direction to the molecule axis
The two lowest states correspond to the symmetric

antisymmetric modes that arise from the~0,0! mode in the
separate resonators. The field distribution of these mo
shows strong similarities to the bonding and antibond
s-like molecular orbitals in diatomic molecules~like the hy-
drogen molecule! that originate from hybridization of thes
orbitals of the atoms. The observed distributions of the em

FIG. 3. ~a! An optical microscope picture of the photonic mo
ecule.~b! The PL spectra as a function of the microscope posit
along the symmetry axis of the photonic molecule as shown in~a!.
~c! The spatially integrated spectrum of the molecule.
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sion intensity compare well with the ones from the calcula
field distributions in Figs. 2~g!–~j!.

The behavior becomes more complicated for the hig
modes. Whereas mode 3 can be easily identified as thes-like
‘‘bonding’’ orbital that originates from coupling of the~1,0!
modes, for the next higher energy mode an identification
less clear. Its emission seems to be dominated by the ‘‘a
bonding’’ orbitals of mode 3. There seem to be, howev
also contributions from other modes that most probably
the symmetric and antisymmetric modes arising from c
pling of the~0,1! or the~1,1! photonic dot modes. This quali
tative description is supported by the width of the cor
sponding spectral line in Fig. 1~b!, which is broader than tha
of modes 3 and 5, for example. Mode 5 in Fig. 3~b! shows
five distinct maxima, which allows us to attribute it to th
symmetric molecule mode connected with the~2,0! mode.
Mode 6 shows already a significant contribution from t
broad exciton emission which causes a large spectral l
width and prevents a clear assignment to a particular opt
mode in the coupled resonator structure.

IV. PHOTONIC CRYSTALS

We now turn to study linear chains of coupled resonato
It was previously demonstrated8 that a chain of 12 coupled
resonators resembles to a large degree an infinite o
dimensional~1D! photonic crystal structure. For example,
was shown that like in the case of an infinite structure, th
are energy ranges~bands! in which light can propagate alon
the chain, and that in between these ranges there are
~band gaps!, in which light cannot propagate. Increasing t
chain length by adding more resonators did not result i
noticeable change to the bandlike energy structure of th
photonic crystals.8

A. Crystals without defects

Figure 4~a! shows a scanning electron micrograph of su
a chain consisting of photonic dots with lateral dimensions

n

2-3
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FIG. 4. ~a! Scanning electron
micrograph of a photonic chain
~the resonators at the edges are n
seen!. ~b! The PL spectra as a
function of the microscope posi
tion along the symmetry axis o
the photonic chain as shown i
~a!. ~c! The spatially integrated PL
spectrum of the chain.~d! The cal-
culated energy dispersion vs th
chain crystal momentum along it
axis, presented in its first Brillouin
zone~Ref. 11!.
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333 mm. The interconnecting channels are 1mm long and
1.5 mm wide. In Fig. 4~b! we present the results of a confo
cal microscopy PL line scan along such a chain. The spati
integrated PL spectrum is displayed In Fig. 4~c!, and the
calculated mode energies vs the chain ‘‘crystal momentu
along its axis, within the first Brillouin zone are presented
comparison in Fig. 4~d!. Five main different energy mode
below the energy of the exciton are observed in Fig. 4~b!.
The electromagnetic field distributions, associated with th
modes extend over the whole chain. We believe that the
tensity of the emission from these modes is determined
the interplay of ~i! polaritons thermalization towards th
ground modes~which depends on the coupling to the excit
mode!, ~ii ! the energy separation from the exciton, whi
determine the coupling strength and possible thermaliza
channels,~iii ! the energy and density of the band modes
the zone center, and~iv! local variations and imperfections i
the chain properties. In contrast to photonic dots, the th
malization of photogenerated carriers in the chain ma
quite efficient due to the quasicontinuous nature of its m
spectrum, which is different from the discrete nature of ph
tonic dots.

The five observed spectral features are separated by
of ;2.1, ;1.7, ;2.6, and;2.7 meV, respectively. To un
derstand their origin, we display in Fig. 4~d! the calculated
dispersion of the chain modes as a function of the m
spatial phase between the coupled resonators~the equivalent
of crystal momentum in crystals!. In the optical far field, this
energy dispersion was directly measured using an
resolved spectroscopy.11 In this study, the objective of the
confocal microscope collects emission in the near field~near
means closer than the dimensions of the resonators! from
modes which cover a range of wave numbers in close vi
ity to kz50 only. As shown in Fig. 4~d!, in this region ofk,
the chain bands are rather flat and therefore their densit
modes peaks. Thus our study maps the spatial distributio
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the zone-center modes mainly. This is evident from the
ergy width of the five modes in Figs. 4~b! and~c!. The line-
widths are almost the same, in spite of the considerable
ference in the various bands dispersion.11

The lowest mode, at energy of 1.3854 meV, has emiss
maxima in each of the resonators and minima in the chan
between them. We associate this mode with the Brillou
zone center edge of the lowest band in the correspond
infinite chain, as shown in Fig. 4~d!. From our calculations it
follows that the zone-center second band edge of the infi
chain lies;2.3 meV above this energy, in excellent agre
ment with our observation of a very weakly emitting mode
this energy. As expected, this mode has two maxima and
minima in each resonator. We note that the second and fo
bands are considerably weaker than the first, third, and
bands. The reason for this phenomenon can be understoo
inspecting Fig. 4~d!. The zone-center modes of the eve
bands are the highest energy modes within these ba
while the zone-center modes of odd bands are the low
energy ones. Thermalization of polaritons within the ban
may thus play an important role in weakening the near-fi
emission from the even bands and strengthening the e
sion from the odd bands. In addition, the even bands are
flat in the zone center, and therefore the density of th
modes there is lower than that of the odd bands.

The higher energy spectral features originate from
zone-center edges of the third, fourth, and fifth bands,
spectively. While the energy of the third band agrees qu
well with our calculations, these of the fourth and fifth ba
do not. The discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that
coupling of the electromagnetic modes to the exciton is
glected in our calculations. This coupling is more importa
for the higher energy modes, which are closer to the exc
energy.8 The detailed spatial intensity distribution of the
higher energy modes on a scale of one resonator is not
well resolved in the line scan of Fig. 4~b!. We believe that
2-4
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FIG. 5. ~a! Optical microscope
micrograph of a photonic chain
with a smaller resonator~b! The
PL spectra as a function of the m
croscope position along the sym
metry axis of the photonic chain
as shown in~a!. ~c! Respectively;
~d! spatially integrated spectrum
from the smaller resonator respe
tively four resonators left to it.
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this is mainly due to lack of resolution, and increased disp
sion within the bands. We note here that the observation
band structure in general and the clear distinction betw
odd and even bands in particular demonstrates that we p
collective emission modes of all the resonators within
chain. This is in spite of the local nature of our confoc
microscope excitation.

Most remarkably, the emission from the two resonators
each end of the chain is slightly shifted towards higher
ergies, as seen both for the lowest and for higher ene
bands. Obviously, this is due to the finite length of the
photonic crystal. The edge resonators do not possess tra
tional invariance of an ideal crystal. In this sense, the t
edge resonators deviate the most from the rest of the res
tors, and they can be considered as defects or ‘‘surf
states’’ in the crystal. Intuitively this phenomenon can
explained in the following way: Whereas the field distrib
tion in a regular chain element penetrates considerably
its neighboring elements, it is sharply terminated by
chain edge in the outer resonators. Consequently the m
volume is slightly smaller for these resonators, resulting i
shift of 0.6 meV of the mode towards higher energy. Anoth
useful description of these surface-state-like defects is
terms of acceptor like states with an energy slightly abo
the edge of the rather flat valence band of the photonic c
tal. The calculated electric-field distribution of these ed
modes~not shown! resemble the measured ones in their s
tial shape. The calculated energy of the lowest energy e
mode, however, is only 0.1 meV above the ‘‘valence’’ ba
of the photonic crystal and the corresponding mode
maximum intensity in the edge resonators, yet they penet
quite significantly into adjacent chain elements.

B. Crystals with defects

In order to study the field distribution when a defect
incorporated into the periodic crystal we measured t
11530
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modified photonic chains, one with a smaller resonator a
one with a larger one. The first chain is shown in Fig. 5~a!,
where the width of the fifth resonator in the chain is reduc
to 2.5mm. The sizes of all the other parameters were
same as in the chain without defects. In Ref. 9 it was sho
that this size reduction leads to an acceptorlike state in
first band gap. The localization of this mode is clearly e
denced in the confocal microscopy PL line scan shown
Fig. 5~b!. The emission energy of this mode (E
51.3883 eV) is slightly above the energy of the top pho
nic crystal valence band (E51.3881 eV). The mode is
strongly localized around the defected resonator and its p
etration into the neighboring chain elements is rather we
The mode energy and distribution agree well with the cal
lated energy~0.6 meV! and electric-field distribution~not
shown!. A higher energy, localized defect mode is also o
served at 1.3932 eV, in the gap between the conduc
bands of the corresponding infinite system. This high-ene
localized mode was not observed in previous far-fie
measurements.9

In Figs. 5~c! and ~d! we compare the spatially integrate
spectrum measured at the smaller resonator@Fig. 5~d! with
that in the photonic crystal to its left side@Fig. 5~c!#. We note
that at the smaller resonator the emission from the cry
modes is strongly suppressed. Consequently, almost
whole emission from the defect comes from its localiz
modes.

Figure 6~a! describes a photonic chain structure, in whi
the dimensions of the fifth resonator have been enlarge
5.535.5 mm as compared to the regular chain elements
333 mm. As a consequence of this enlargement, a la
number of localized modes appear in the spectrum, as ca
seen in the PL line scan along the crystal center in Fig. 6~b!.
There are two modes below the first~valence! band, which
2-5
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FIG. 6. ~a! Optical microscope
micrograph of a photonic chain
with a larger resonator.~b! The PL
spectra as a function of the micro
scope position along the symme
try axis of the photonic chain as
shown in ~a!. ~c! respectively~d!
spatially integrated spectrum from
the larger resonator respective
four resonators to its left side.
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are concentrated in the enlarged resonator. Four such m
are observed between the first and the third band edges
few similar higher energy modes above the second ch
band. More information about the field distributions of t
various modes in the vicinity of the defect can be read
obtained from the selective wavelength images of the def
depicted in Fig. 7. The six bottom panels in Fig. 7 sho
enlargements of the field distributions of six different defe
modes. The modes are labeled by numbers in increa
emission energy order as shown in the spatially integra
spectrum in the top panel of Fig. 7. The lowest mode~peak
1!, at energy of 1.3807 meV, has a symmetric distribut
slightly elongated along the chain axis. It does not ha
nodes, and thus it resembles the~0,0! mode of an isolated
photonic dot. The second mode, 0.8 meV above the
mode, has a nodal plane perpendicular to the chain axis.
may associate it with a~1,0! mode of an isolated resonato
The third mode, 1.2 meV above the lowest mode, has a n
plane parallel to the chain axis. Therefore it can be ass
ated with a~0,1! mode of an isolated resonator. The fie
distribution of the fourth mode, 2.1 meV above the first on
has two perpendicular nodal planes. Therefore it resem
the ~1,1! mode of an isolated resonator. The fifth mode
energy order, 2.9 meV above the first mode, has two no
planes parallel to the chain axis and no nodes parallel t
Similarly, it can be associated with a~0,2! mode of an iso-
lated resonator. The sixth mode has energy of 4.1 meV ab
the lowest energy mode. The mode seems to have one n
plane perpendicular to the chain axis and a more complic
structure in planes which are parallel to the chain. This,
other higher energy modes~not shown!, are more compli-
cated structurally, possibly due to stronger coupling to
extended chain modes. We made no attempt to describe t
modes in terms of the intuitive and simple modes of an i
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lated resonator. We note, that modes 2 and 6 can be ha
observed in the spatially integrated spectrum@Fig. 7~a!#. This
behavior indicates mode leakage into neighboring resona
As indeed expected for modes with similar symmetry to
modes of the chain’s valence band.

For comparison with the measurements, the calcula
electric-field distributions and energies of the first six lowe
energy defect modes are shown in Fig. 8. The calcula
lowest energy mode has a symmetric field distribution wi
out any nodes, thus it resembles the (0,0) mode of an
lated photonic dot. The mode is mostly concentrated in
defect, and only weakly penetrates into neighboring reso
tors. It is more circular than the measured one, which
rather elongated. Similarly, the next three higher ene
modes can be described in these terms as the isolated
nator~‘‘impurity’’ ! (1,0), (0,1), and (1,1) modes at energi
of 0.91, 1.03, and 1.98 meV above the ground (0,0) mo
respectively. These calculated energies and distributi
agree quite well with the experimental observations of Fig
In particular we note that the second mode significantly p
etrates into neighboring resonators, in agreement with its
sence in the spatially integrated spectrum@Fig. 7~a!#. The
fifth calculated mode, at energy of 2.91 meV deviates fr
the fifth measured one. The latter resembles both in its
ergy and spatial distribution the calculated sixth mode.
believe that this discrepancy has to do with our spectral re
lution ~0.15 meV! which prevents us from spatially distin
guishing between energy modes close to the 1D continu
of the photonic crystal.

V. SUMMARY

We used low-temperature, scanning confocal microsc
to map the spatial distribution of the electromagnetic fields
2-6
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various photonic structures. The structures were assem
from semiconductor microcavity resonators which were l
erally patterned by electron-beam lithography in order
achieve light confinement in three dimensions.

We demonstrated that our technique can directly meas
the spatial distributions of the electromagnetic fields of d
crete confined optical modes in these photonic structu

FIG. 7. ~a! Spatially integrated emission spectrum from th
larger resonator in a photonic chain of resonators. The numb
indicate spectral lines due to PL from the discrete photonic mo
of the ‘‘defected’’ resonator.~b!–~g! Selective wavelength PL im-
ages of the resonator in a photonic chain of resonators. The
intensity at each of the six lowest energy photonic modes is d
played using a grey color scale as a function of the microsc
position above the resonator.
r

G
V
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e
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The measured electromagnetic field maps were found to
in good agreement with numerical calculations for solutio
to Maxwell’s equations. We note that the picture obtain
here by directly measuring the spatial distribution of t
electromagnetic radiation field is more detailed than the
obtained indirectly, using far-field, angle-resolve
spectroscopy.6,9

We presented striking similarities between the distrib
tions of the electromagnetic fields in these photonic str
tures and the wave functions of electrons in molecular str
tures. In particular, it was demonstrated that irregularities
the periodic structure of a one-dimensional chain of coup
resonators give rise to localized photonic modes which
semble localization by impurities in molecular crystals.
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FIG. 8. Calculated mode confinement energy and contour p
of the electric-field distributions of the six lowest energy mod
around a 5.5-mm-square cavity embedded in a chain consisting
12 coupled square photonic dots of 3mm ~Ref. 12!. The resonators
are connected by a channel with 1.0mm length and 1.5mm width.
The dotted lines indicate the boundaries of the chain structure.
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